
2020 35th Annual Mid Atlantic Erg Sprints 

T. C. Williams HS, Alexandria, VA 

 

The Mobjack Rowing Association’s winter training team travelled last Saturday to T. C. Williams high 

school in Alexandria, Virginia to compete in the 35th annual Mid Atlantic Erg Sprints. Over 200 events 

were run from 8 am to 3:45 pm with 130 rowing machines (Ergometers) set up in the gym to 

accommodate 1,391 entries from 126 different rowing and training clubs. Mobjack entered 13 events 

and despite some computer and equipment glitches, fared well in the large field netting a Silver,  two 

Bronze finishes and 5 overall top 10 event finishes. 

The first to compete for Mobjack was Lisa Zerbe who raced in the 1000 meter age 13 women’s event. 

Although Lisa pulled a personal record (PR), the race organizers had a file crash for that event, so there 

were no results to determine placing in the 13 entry event. Ben Stroud was next in the men’s age 14 

2000 meter  event. Although Ben was entered in the lightweight event, somehow his results were 

grouped in the age 14 open weight race, where his 7:27.9 result put him 4th out of 22, missing the 

Bronze by .3 second. In another malfunction, Macy Johnson was declared .4 pound over weight in 

lightweight weigh ins for the age 14 event. It was later discovered that the scale was reading 3 pounds 

heavy after Macy placed 14th of 50 in the open weight event. Johnson’s 8:16.3 result would have won 

the light event by a margin of 21 seconds. Also racing in the open age 14 event, Lillian Copeland took 4th 

(8:04.4), less than 5 seconds off the Bronze pace. Following in the schedule, Cole Wheeler pulled his 

2,000 meter PR (7:22.1) in the age 15 event placing 31st of 57. 

Mandy Moran and Lily Baucom raced next with Moran capturing the Bronze f inish (7:35.5) and Baucom 

taking 34th of 48 with a PR of 8:40. Novice Makayla Church also found a new PR (8:42.9)  in her first Mid 

Atlantic experience placing 36th of 41 in the challenging age 16 open weight event. Unfortunately, due to 

illness, top Mobjack erg score Matt Taylor missed the Men’s open age 17 race. Matt’s PR could have 

possibly put him in the top 10 in the 25 entry race. Finishing the day for Mobjack, 12 year olds Jaxon 

McDonald, Scarlet Johnson, Bri Taylor and Seth James took Silver, Bronze,  4th and 5th out of 16 

respectively in the youth 500 meter event. Summing up the day’s results, coach Tim Ulsaker commented 

“This team has been a hard working group that has improved their PR’s across the board throughout the 

season. Their results today against stiff competition are something to be proud of .” Mobjack rowers will 

be performing spring cleaning and equipment prep next week to prepare for the coming Mathews HS 

crew spring season. 


